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Antonio Gramsci - Wikipedia
Antonio Francesco Gramsci (UK: /ˈɡræmʃi/ US: /ˈɡrɑːmʃi/ Italian: [anˈtɔːntʃo gramˈʃi]) (22 January 1891 - 27 April 1937) was an Italian Marxist philosopher, journalist, linguist, writer, and politician. He wrote on philosophy, political theory, sociology, history, and linguistics. He was a founding member and one-time leader of the Communist Party of Italy.A...

Antonio Gramsci - Wikipedia
Antonio Gramsci (anˈtɔːntʃo ˈɡramʃi) Antonio Gramsci? i (* 22. Januar 1891 in Ales auf Sardinien; † 27. April 1937 in Rom) war ein italienischer Schriftsteller, Journalist, Politiker und marxistischer Philosoph. Er gehört zu den Begründern der Kommunistischen Partei Italiens (Partito Comunista Italiano), deren Generalsekretär (Vorsitzender) er von 1924 bis 1927 war. ...

gramscis prison letters lettere dal
This posthumous notoriety came through a fractional publication of personal letters and prison writings orchestrated by the a suppressed 1926 letter Gramsci wrote regarding the treatment of Leon...
gramsci's gift
To transcribe in extenso the letters he received would be almost the task of a lifetime; for they form the bulk of the enormous mass of material with which the editors of the Calendars of State Papers...
life and letters of
Scott Fitzgerald in a letter to his daughter Scottie throngs of kids to socialism ... + Thomas Meaney on Gramsci’s letters from prison: “In his letters, Gramsci theorized in every...
roaming charges: news from never-neverland
known as “Jail Chhithian” (Letters from prison). Amritsar, Punjab (October 10, 2013): The Sikh nation paid rich tributes to Shaheed Harjinder Singh Jinda and Shaheed Sukhdev Singh Sukha, assassins of...
hai sukhdev singh sukha
The AE & OE digraphs have been transcribed as two letters. Accented letters in the Italian poems have been replaced by the unaccented letter. No italics have been retained. Footnotes have been moved...
the poetical works of john milton
Has the existential threat of the climate crisis taken a toll on your mental health? Or do you have a more hopeful view of earth’s future? By John Otis Dozens of resources to help students...
the learning network
the writing culture of ordinary people in europe, c.1860-1920
had opposed the release and had written a letter to the Prime Minister to order investigation in SAD demand for the release. The matter came to fore after Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) President...
rajaana should be released as he is in prison for 26 yrs: manish tewari
How can one letter contain so much information? An assassination attempt, names of activists, funds for the Elgaar, names of organisations? It seems absurd,” he said. He added that recently Bajrang...
stifling dissent
National Intelligence Agency (NIA) will soon visit Karnataka’s Shivamogga district in connection with the murder case of Bajrang Dal activist case to the Central Prison in the Parappana...
nia sleuths to visit k’taka over bajrang dal activist murder case
Primary sources could be unpublished material, eyewitness accounts of events, oral or written testimony found in public records & legal documents, minutes of meetings, corporate records, recordings, ...
a fine example of modern historiography
Delta Air Lines Inc. (DAL) on Wednesday reported a loss of $940 million in its first quarter. On a per-share basis, the Atlanta-based company said it had a loss of $1.48. Losses, adjusted for one...
delta: q1 earnings snapshot
Eighteen philosophers from nine countries signed a letter to The Times opposing the award on the grounds that Derrida’s work consisted of “tricks and gimmicks similar to those of the Dadaists or of...
jacques derrida: the problems of presence
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